MODEL NO. SA1H1W-2P-(4)SRP

SA - SIDE ACCESS HOUSING
1H - 1 MODULE HIGH
1W - 1 MODULE WIDE
2P - 2 IN. DEPTH PREFILTER *
(4)SRP - Qty 4 x SRP FILTER PANELS

4 SRP PANELS @ 12 LB. GAC
EACH = TOTAL MEDIA WEIGHT (LBS.) 48
+ 4 EMPTY SRPs @ 11 LB. EACH 44
+ APPROX. EMPTY HOUSING WEIGHT 166
+ 2” DEPTH PREFILTER * 2
TOTAL APPROX. OPERATING WEIGHT 260

MATERIALS - HOUSING: 16 GA. CR CARBON STEEL WITH ALUMINIZED FINISH or BLACK COLOR POWDER COAT EPOXY PAINT FINISH

MODULES: 16 GA. CR STEEL WITH 26 GA. PERF. SCREENS (.077” HOLES ON 7/64” STAGGERED CENTERS), BLACK POWDER FINISH

2000 CFM MAXIMUM AIR FLOW